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Lettermanati Is Finally Over
At last: no more ads or news items about David Letterman leaving the Late Show. The
omnipresent relentless push to tune in his final shows produced great irritation with this writer.
Of course the local CBS-TV affiliate had to carry stories about how some of the staff had met the
talk show host. Even BBC TV News carried a story about the pseudo-event. That's news?
Years ago I wrote a put-on about Letterman being a top member of the Illuminati. I used the
gag with a couple of ultra-rightwing talk show hosts on US shortwave radio. I called in, inquiring
about his membership/affiliation. One time I spoke with the late William Cooper on the phone,
asking him about the images seen during the Late Show opening, a fly-over of New York City
featuring various landmarks. I mentioned how some buildings had pyramid shapes. Cooper told
me it was part of the hidden message.
The Lettermanati story was a yardstick to measure how nuts those SW conspiracy theorists
were.
I hadn't seen David on TV for a long time - I thought he was dead - and was surprised the last
time I happened to notice his program. (His TV show only functioned as a night light to my
toilet.) There was this old fart on the screen, telling lame-o jokes. Dabs Greer had taken over?
Maybe I should celebrate David's retirement by spreading more BS about his Illuminati
connections. I could say he was a 33.5 Degree Mason at the Lodge of Moose and Squirrel in
Frostbite Falls. But there are those who would believe me despite tongue planted firmly in
cheek.
I wonder if CBS will be conducting tours of the Ed Sullivan Theater after David's departure. I
would like to see the sex bunker with the tour guide providing a historical perspective.
Ooops...
***
The XXYYXX Files
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His stage name even sounds Illuminoid.
Marcel Everett is an electronic musician and record producer who goes by the handle XXYYXX.
(Maybe he suffers a serious problem with his sex chromosomes.) In a 2011 interview with Vice
the young talent let it all hang out about his Illuminatism. (The reporter was Aleks Eror - now
there's a Illuminatic appellation.)
XXYYXX said that he was CEO of the Illuminati. He owned the secret organization, had stock in
it. Asked about the conspiracy's plans for 2012 he revealed he was going to "fuck some shit
up," create a global currency, assassinate some people.
Surprisingly he stated that Lady Gaga was not in the Illuminati, that she was "fucking retarded,"
that she didn't know what she was doing. Hey, of all of the celebrities who would be a cardcarrying Illuminati she would at the top of the list. Her appearance reeks sinister MegaConspiracy promoting hidden messages.
During the interview it's revealed Ja-Rule was CEO of the Illuminati until XXYYXX told him to
"fuck off."
I wonder what the late William Cooper would think of this if he was still around on shortwave
radio. I can see his program, "The Hour of the Time," devoting a whole show to the evil
XXYYXX, how the musician was pretending the Illuminati was a joke, hiding the truth. XXYYXX,
Cooper might've said, was acting as a clown to obscure the true nature of the Mega-Conspiracy.
An image comes to mind. I remember seeing a blind dog spinning around in circles, trying to
catch its tail.

XXYYXX interview:
http://noisey.vice.com/blog/xxyyxx-says-hes-head-of-the--illuminati
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